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SQL Sprawl and Its Impact on Your Licensing
by Phil Ekins ( @SQLPhilUK ), Principal Architect
At House of Brick we regularly provide license based consulting across the SQL Server
and Oracle database stacks. We have numerous blogs on the Oracle stack, but today we
will be talking about SQL Server sprawl and its possible impact on licensing.
The term “SQL Sprawl” has been floating around the SQL community for a number of
years, but for the purposes of this blog we will be defining it as “the SQL Server footprint
within an organization having expanded beyond the IT department’s ability to manage,
and/or the inventory (or lack thereof) of SQL Server is no longer a confident source of
data”. This is typically termed as a License assessment.
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Most Popular Blogs from 2018

Oracle DB Appliance: The Good, the Bad & the Ugly
This blog covers the experiences House of Brick consultants have had with the Oracle
Database Appliance (ODA) based on migrating to it, supporting it, and patching it. The title
indicates our mixed feelings about this offering.

Microsoft Made an Easy Button for SPN and Double Hop
Issues
Recently I have been dealing with a lot of SPN and SQL Server double hop issues. I was
really starting to get good at all of the syntax needed to make this work, but then I found a
tool (almost an easy button) from Microsoft.

VMFS vs. RDM vs. VVols  Part 2
Back in 2014, I wrote a blog VMFS vs. RDM Part 1 , and with the introduction of vSphere
6 and VVols (Virtual Volumes), I thought the time was right for Part 2. In part 2, I take a
look at what VVols can offer, and would say that in most cases VVols are an absolute
replacement of RDMs.
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Renaming an Oracle Grid Infrastructure Home
by Andy Kerber ( @dbakerber ), Senior Consultant
Renaming an Oracle Grid Infrastructure home is not something that needs to be done
often, but I recently had occasion to change the name of a GI home without upgrading
it. Oracle documentation includes instructions for this, but as it happens, the
documentation leaves off a few steps and isn’t clear on a few others.
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Oracle cloud digs in for a long hard battle against AWS
Twain Taylor My interests lie in DevOps, IoT, and cloud applications. I began my
career in tech B2B marketing at Google India, after which I headed marketing for
multiple startups. Today, I consult with companies in The Valley on their content...
Read more
techgenix.com

10 Cloud Computing Trends That Will Define 2019
The Cloud Trends To Watch This Year The cloud has changed everything. It's
dramatically changed how IT professionals go about provisioning computing
infrastructuremore often these days by typing in a credit card for immediate access
to resources ...

Read more
www.crn.com

Share Your Insights
Help us validate the database related wants and needs of our clients and
identify trends in the industry by completing a short survey.
Complete the survey in five minutes.
START NOW
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